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Abstract. A combined multidisciplinary approach has been
applied to calculate minìmum values of the stratigraphic completeness
and, secondarily, sedimentation rates in 9.2 m thick Rosso Ammoniti-
co facies from central Apennines (Italy) and 1 1 m thick deposits of the
same facies in Southern Spain. Middle - Upper Toarcian expanded sed-
imentation in Valdorbia section (Umbria-Marche Apennines) and
extremely condensed Oxfordian - Tithonian sedimentation at Puerto
Escaóo section (External Subbetic) have been investigated using com-
bined taphonomic, ichnologic and sedimentologic data and analyses.
At Valdorbia, infaunal tiering is largely preserved and 27 horizons of
ìnfaunal-tiering truncation and casting reveal strong erosional activity
forced by tempestite/turbidìte events. Therefore, microstratigraphic
gaps could be evaluated without biostratigraphic control. In this
expanded section, 13 horizons of firm- and hardgrounds have been
recorded showing simple or gradational tiering. Conversely, rn the
condensed Puerto Escaf,o section, taphonomic analysis reveals 25
horizons of bioclasts rruncarion (mainly in ammonites), and 56 hori-
zons of firm-hardgrounds intensively bioturbated. In Valdorbia rather
than in Puerto Escaio section, the evaluation of flattening in burrows
and spherical bioclasts reveal a measurable mechanical compacrion and
dissolution. In addition, Rosso Ammonitico ar Valdorbia section
favoured the calculation of decompaction coefficients (nd) for each
lithology easier than in Puerto EscaÉo section. In condensed and
essentially hiatal Rosso Ammonitico, mottled deposits due to intense
bioturbation dominate and tiering cannor be recognizable. This fact is
accentuated by usual overprinting of elementary depositional events,
which in turn hampered rhe accurare calculation of missing deposits.
Therefore, in condensed Rosso Ammonitico the latter was only avail-
abie in terms of minimal missìng-record trough the analysis of trun-
cated bioclasts.
Riassunto. Un approccio multidisciplinare è stato applicato alle
facies giurassiche nodulari di Rosso Ammonitico in Italia e Spagna,
allo scopo di calcolare il valore minimo della completezza srratigrafica
e, secondariamente, dì misurare il tasso di sedìmentazione. I-analìsi
integrata tafonomica, icnoiogica e sedimentaria è stata effertuata su 9,2
m di marne, calcari marnosi e intercalazioni calcarenitiche di età Toar-
ciano medio-superiore del Rosso Ammonitico della successione sedi-
mentaria estesa di Valdorbia (bacino Umbro-Marchigiano), e su 11 m
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di calcari nodulari rossastri di età Oxfordiano-Titonico nella succes-
sione condensata di Puerto EscaÉo (Subbetico esrerno). Lindagine a
Vaìdorbia si è basata sulla determinazione del tiering e sul suo grado di
erosione e riempimento ad opera di materiale calcarenitìco dovuto ad
eventi tempestitici/torbiditici. Sono stati determinati almeno 13 orìz-
zonti di firn-r-hardgrounds, oltre ad un elevato numero di tiers troncati
sia di tipo semplice (tot. 13) che gradazionale (tot. 14). In quesra suc-
cessione, inoltre, allo scopo di calcolare il grado di compattazrone,
sono stati utrlizzatì i coefficienti di decompattazione (nd) per le sin-
gole litologie, riportando indietro burrows e bioclasti attualmenre
appiattiti alle loro dimensioni originarie. Nella successione condensara
e lacunosa di Puerto EscaÉo sebbene la complicazione dei reticoli
biosedimentari abbia reso impossibile I'uttlizzo del grado di erosione
dei tierings dell'infauna, tuttavia, mediante l'analisi tafonomica di det-
taglio si è potuto determinare il minimo grado di erosione dei bioclasti
(prevalentemente ammoniti ma non solo). Questa analisi ha condotto
all'individuazione di almeno 56 orizzonti di firm- hardground, e di
cnca 25 ortzzonti a bioclasti troncati. Questo tipo di analisi integrata
risulta pertanto di notevole utilità nel rìconoscere la completezza
stratigrafica in facies significative del regisrro stratigrafìco, evidenzian-
do tutte quelle mini-discontinuità che sfuggono alla biostratigrafia,
apportando tecniche di indagine di stratigrafia ad alta risoluzione.
lntroduction.
To approach changes in sedimentation rates and to
identify discontinuities in sedimenration that are diffi-
cult to recognise biostratigraphically, the High Resolu-
tion Event Stratigraphy (HIRES, sensuKa:uffman, 1988;
Kauffman et a,1., 1,991) has been used ro investigate
short-term deposition ranging from hours to 100 Ky.
The HIRES methodology involves multidisciplinary
studies and is employed in basin analysis to recognise
well-preserved "isochronous> surfaces and related
events (erosion included) in pelagic fine-grained facies.
Recently, trace-fossil tiering (the vertical distribution of
an endobenthic ichnocoenosis, as proposed by Bottjer &
Ausich, 1982), taphonomy, and tracrive depositional
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events have been used both to identify various types of
discontinuities and to assist their genetic interprerîrion
(MacEachern et aI., 1992; Monaco et a1., 1996).
Nodular and cephalopod-rich lime wackestones
deposited in submarine swell areas of the Western
Tethys (e.g., Rosso Ammonitico and related facies from
the Lower to Upper Jurassic) represent an interesting
facies for investigating discontinuities and sedimenta-
tion rates. In this highly time-averaged bioturbated
facies, discontinuous deposition below the leve1 of reso-
lution of ammonite biostratigraphy is not always easy to
identify preciseiy due to intense burrowing, which
destroyed significant surfaces, modified previous tapho-
nomic features, and masked centimetre thick deposi-
tional events. In addition to biogenic homogenisation,
early and late diagenesis was also responsible for altering
sedimentary structures and for enhancing nodular fea-
tures (Caracuel et a1., 1996a; Monaco et al., 1996).
. The aim of the present paper is to identify and
evaluate minor events resulting in discontinuous deposi-
tion in two distinct Rosso Ammonitico subfacies:
decimetre-scale rhythmic sequences deposited in central
Italy during the Middle-Late Toarcian (cf. marly Rosso
Ammonitico, sensu Aubouin, 1,964), and condensed
sequences deposited in southern Spain during the Late
Jurassic (cf. calcareous Rosso Ammonitico) sensu
Aubouin, 1964) . Erosion related to deep storm events is
well known in Italy (Monaco, 1992;Monaco et aI., 1.994;
1996) . Similar event deposition has been reported from
southern Spain within a calcarenite/siltite context inter-
preted to be climatically andlor tectonically forced
(Checa et al., 1983; Molina, 1987; Molina et al., 1.997;
Nieto, 1997;Yera tr Molina, 1998) and without such a
calcarenite/siltite context (Caracuel et al., 1996b).
Opposite to the Puerto Escaóo section, at Valdorbia,
Fig. 1 - Location of the study areas;
a) Umbria-Marche Apen-
nines, central Italy (Valdor-
bia section, VD). b) Externai
Subbetic. \ourhern Sp.rin
lPuerto E.caúo .ecrion, PFj.
facies homogenisation due to bioturbation is not com-
mon, and trace fossil assemblages are typically confined
to stratigraphically predictable horizons into a single
depositional event (Monaco & Uchman, 1999).In both
sections, tapho-sedimentary features (Monaco et al.,
1996) enabie an accurate evaluation of discontinuities
based on: a) trace-fossii development (complete to
incomplete tiering); b) invertebrate body-fossil preser-
vation (erosion, corrosion, destructive processes and
crushing of cephalopod internal moulds and shells); and
c) relationships between substrate hardness and erosion-
al characteristics of tempestite horizons. Restoring back
compaction, by estimation of the decompaction number
(indicating decompaction degree), and the evaluation of
missing deposits permit to approach net sedimentation
rate .rnd minor discontinuitie:.
The stratigraphic framework.
Two settings belonging to \fest Tethyan eplocean-
ic swell areas, but developing diff ere nt Rosso
Ammonitico subfacies, have been considered: the
expanded Lower Jurassic (Middle-Upper Toarcian) sec-
tion at Valdorbia (Umbria-Marche Apennines, Central
Itaiy; Figs. 1, 2A), and the Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian-
Tithonian) condensed section at Puerto Escaio, Betic
Cordillera (Southern Spain; Figs. 1, 3A).
Rosso Ammonitico deposition at Valdorbia
lUmbria-Marche) overlies the Lower Toarcian .Marne
di Monte Serrone, Formation (Fig. ZA) . Outcrops in
the area display the typical characteristics of relatively
extended sedimentation (Type I Sequence in Colacicchi
et a1., 1988), in which the Rosso Ammonitico Umbro-
Marchigiano (RAUM) ranges from H. bifrons p.p. to L.
opalinum p.p. Zones. The thickness of the RAUM in
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Valdorbia section, Umbria-Marche Apennines. A) Generai view of marll- (Lower Toarcian, lower left) and calcareous Rosso Ammonitì-
co (Middle-Upper Toarcian). B) Nodular reddish calcareous and marly Rosso Ammonitico horizons largely bioturbated and showing
tempestìte beds (arror.s). Erosive surfaces facilitate the recognition of truncated tiering of gradationai-tvpe in the basal portion of
bivalve lags (ìoner white arrow), while simple (or frozen) tiering developed and was affected by erosion in the upper calcilutitic part
of tempestites (upper arrow). C) "Gradational" tiering developed in non-resedimented marls of Rosso Anmonitico of Middle and
Upper Toarcian. Deeper tiers are prevalently minuîe traces of Chondrites and Helmìntbopsls (lower arrows), and shallower tiers belong
mainly to Thalassìnoides (upper arrows). D) Hummocky cross-stratified (HCS) calcarenitic tempestites characterize rhe marly-cal-
careous and calcareous Rosso Ammonitico in the upper part of Middle Toarcian - lower part of Upper Toarcian. E) "Simple" tiering
deveÌoped in the upper calcilutitic fraction of hummocky cross-stratified (HCS) beds with sharp 6ase. Chondrites and Helminthopsis
are deepest tiers (13 - 18 cm altogether below surface; lower black-arrow from the bottom), follorved upwards b1' Planolites OA - n
crn; double black-arrows) and then Thalassinoides in the shallowest tier (up to fev' centimeters from the surface; upper black-arrow).
F) Lower surface of HCS-bed shou.ing a casting of Thalassinoides; tier truncation provides informatìon on the amount of erosion and
casting at the base of tempestite event (see text for explanation). G) Post-omission hardground showing verrical borings (Trypanites?)
in calcareous Rosso Ammonitico at Middle-lJpper Toarcian transition layers.
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this section reaches 25 m, implying a mean sedimenta-
tion rate of about 4.5 mm/1.a3y (Monaco et a1., 1994).
The RAUM was deposited in a mid-outer shelf, relative-
ly shallow (100 - 150 m deep), and periodically submit,
ted to seaward-oriented bottom currenrs (distal tem-
pestites and turbidites) during the late Middle Toarcian.
Higher sedimentation was supplied by distal tempesrires
in combination with unidirectional flows, which are
identifiable in marls of the lower stratigraphic levels
(Middle Toarcian). Additionally, high accumulation
rates recurred during sea level lows of late Middle Toar-
cian /early Late Toarcian age when tempestites deter-
mined oscillating water columns ciose to malor srorms
wave bases (see Monaco et aI., 1,994). Thus, the RAUM
is an alternation of marÌy-calcareous lithotypes showing
upward decrease in marly content toward the mid-sec-
tion, while the upper part (uppermost D. meneghinii - L.
opalinum Zones) is basically marl-free (Fig. 2A).
According to Monaco et al. (lV9+), rextures range
from mudstones to wackestones in mariy intervals, and
are persistently packstones in more calcareous beds.
Dominant bioclasts are thin-shelled bivalves (Bositra
buchi), smooth as weil as sculptured osrracods, radiolar-
i^, echinoid fragments, microgastropods, crinoid
remains, and calcareous sponge-spicules. Holothurian
sclerites, ophiuroid fragments, brachiopods, fish teeth,
Rhyncholites, ammonoid nuclei, and bivalves are sec-
ondary.
In southern Spain, the Puerto Escaflo se ction (Fig.
3A) has traditionally been interpreted ro belong to the
Gaena Unit within the External Subbetic (Rivas et a1.,
1979;Molina, 1987; Caracuel, 1996). The UpperJurassic
overlies a well-developed multiple-hardground with fer-
ruginous crusts and intensive erosion-corrosion, whose
associate hiatuses s,ere interpreted ro expand, ar the
most, from the Middle Bathonian (Sofanus - Costatus
Chron) to an unknown interval of presumably Early to
Middle Oxfordian age. Variably preserved, thin deposits
of I ower and Middle Callovian are intercalated (San-
doval, 1983). The pre-Bimammatum Oxfordian is repre-
sented by a clayey interval 1.8 m thick. Ammonrtes are
rare and therefore Oxfordian biostratigraphy is poorly
known. The Upper Oxfordian - Tithonian (Bimamma-
tum - Transitorius Zones) section is composed of alter-
nating marly and calcareous nodular limestones. The
Rosso Ammonitico facies is 2.5 m thick in the Upper
Oxfordian - Kimmeridgian, and 6.8 m thick in the
Tithonian mentioned. The mean sedimentation rares of
rhe compacted sedimenrs (0.70 and 0.95 mmzlOly.
respectively) esrimared by Caracuel (1996) are equiva-
Ient to those calculated by Comas et al. (1981) for the
UpperJurassic calcareous nodular (1 mm/103y) and par-
tially nodular (0.75 mm/103y) Rosso Ammonitico beds
in the close section at Caf,ada del Hornillo. Thus, we
assume that the estimated values could represent, confi-
dently, the mean sedimentation rate of Upper Jurassic
deposits in the area.
In Puerto Escaflo section, the calcareous Rosso
Ammonitico is well stratified (beds 20 - 40 cm thick),
and typically includes omission surfaces overlying firm-
grounds or incipient hardgrounds. Locally, well-devel-
oped hardgrounds with Fe-Mn oxy-hydroxides,
ammonite remains, and common trace fossils are con-
centrated at bed tops. Microfacies are mainly wacke-
stones rich in small-size bioclasts, and locally pack-
stones, within the Tithonian. Dominant bioclasts
include thin-shelled bivalves (Bositra buchi), Saccocoma,
Globochaetae, radiolaria, Protoglobigerina and orher
foraminifera. Bivalves, gastropods, belemnites, aptychi
and ammonoid nuclei are secondary. In the Upper Kim-
meridgian, Saccocoma replaces the noteworthy domi-
nance of filaments in underlying Lower - Middle Kim-
meridgian horizons.
Marly Rosso Ammonitico facies are, in general,
wackestones poor in bioclasts. Lime mudstones are rare.
No significant differences in small-size bioclast distribu-
tion have been recognised with respect to the calcareous
Rosso Ammonitico facies. In both, calcareous and marly
Rosso Ammonitico facies, Chondrites (C. targìonii and
C. intricatws, Monaco, in press), Planolites and Thalassi-
noides are common, the latter particularly so in more
calcareous subfacies (Caracuel, i996).
Microstratigraphic and taphonomic methods.
In the Rosso Ammonitico facies of Umbria-
Marche Apennines, Monaco et aL (1996) considered
minor discontinuities or erosional gaps clearly below
biostratigraphic resolution. These aurhors applied the
quantification of infaunal tiering truncation caused by
sea-bottom currents and calcarenitic tempestites/tur-
bidites (e.g. Wetzel & Aigner, 1986). Complementarill',
they evaluated the truncation of the upper part of shells
and inner casts of invertebrates by erosion after exhu-
mation. This has been a subject that deserved increasing
attention in parallel with progressing understanding on
ectocochleate cephalopods preser\ration and stratigraph-
ic interpretation (Seilacher, 1.963, 1971, 1973; Ziegler,
1925; Mùller, 1979; Fùrsich, 1979; Ferníndez-Lopez,
1984; Caracu el, 1996; Caracuel et al., 1,996a).
a) Truncated tierings. Within the substratum, the
vertical partitioning of burrows distribution belonging
to a communitv represents the community subdivision
forced by ecological factors operating within the sedi-
ment (tiering). This fact is known from endobenthic
activity in modern and ancient deposits (see Seilacher,
1978; Ausich & Bottjer, 1982; Bottjer & Ausich, 1982;
Bromley, 1996). The resulting inner-bed stratification of
burrows will depend on the sediment accumulation rate
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Fig. 3 - Puerto E,scaiio section. A) Generel view of marly (Orfordian) and calc;rreous Rosso Ammonitico beds (Kimmeridgìan-Lower Tithon-
ian p.p.). White asterisk marks the Oxfordian-Kimmeridgien boundarr.'. B) Closc-up vien' of an ammonite-rich level of calcareous Rosso
Ammonìtìco (ton'rrtl 5.65 nr frorn bottt,m) 'hos.s anrmonites (mainlv H1àonoticeras hybonotumls.ìth r.ariable truncetion of the upper
sidc (arrons). C) Close-up vjew of calcareous Rosso Ammonitico level (tox'ards 5.15 n.r fron.r bottorn) colonised by Thalassinoides,
shor-ing horizontal net spreading and vertical tubes in oi.erl,vìng horizons (arror') piped from the upper finr-hardground surface. D)
Polisheci vertical surface of e calcareous Rosso Amnronitico bank shos.ins severai levels of colonisation (indicated by arrou"s) and ero-
sion surfaces (asterisks).
(s. Gómez & Fcrr-r:indez-López, 1994), rvhile the possi-
bilitl' of recognition of infaunrl tiering in the geologic
record will depend on the r:1te o{ sedimentation (s.
Góme z & Ferníndez-López, 1994). Each tier is formed
bv biogenic rctir iLr producing burroq: thrt intersect
one anothcr, and could be partially overlapped by the
rdi.rcent rier accordinB tu prrticular p.rl:reoecologic
parameters (Seilacher, 1978) and/ or to the degree of
stratigraphic condensation. Simple tiering (frozen tier,
sensu Goldring, 1995) indicates the first phase of sub-
strate colonisation by endobenthos just after the tem-
pestite/turbidite ever-rts deposited (Fig. +A) . Gradation-
al overlap (term by Goldring, 1995) of tiering/burrow-
ing instead reflects persistent colonisation .n-hen gradual
changes in ecological and palaeoenvironmental pxrame-
ters of sea-bottom and substrate occurred. Hence, star-
vation due to sea-1evel r'ari:rtions, as well as fluctuations
in oxygenation and/or org.ìnic matter, among others, are
decisive factors rather than chanees in the net sedimen-
tation rate (Goldring, 1995; Bromle1,, 1,996; Savdra &
Bottjer, 1989; Tunis 8r lJchman, 1996; Monaco & Uch-
man, 1999). In cases of abrupt increases in substrate
oxygenation and organic maLL( r'. co-occurring wiLh
decreasing rates of sediment accurnulation, packed box-
work burrowing nas usual and p:':eserved locallv, result-
ing in masked tiering (mottleci deposits; Monaco &
IJchman, 1999) (Fig. aB).
The truncation of simple tiers provides precise
information on the amount of erosion and burrow cast-
ing below the base of the overlying erosive turbidite or
tempestite event (\fi/etzel & Aigner, 1986). However, the
application of this method provides a minimum erosion
value that corresponds to the colonisation depth of the
shallower trace fossils (Thalassinoides in the case stud-
ied). In the Vaidorbia section, only tiered trace fossil
assemblages composed of Tbalassinoides, P/anolites,
Helminthopsis and Chondrites (Fìg.4A) should be taken
into account since they represent burrowing irnmediate-
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ly beneath the sea floor in horizons potentially affected
by erosional events that eroded softgrounds, and proba-
bly not excessively cohesive firmgrounds. Deeper layers
\ivere comparatively lithified due to early/advanced
cementation and could be exhumed but not easily erod-
ed. Additionally, cannibalistic ievels (deposits showing
bio- lithoclasts reworking) have not been noted.
In the Valdorbia area, Umbria-Marche Apennines,
hummocky cross-stratified calcarenitic/ruditic tem,
pestites 30 - 40 cm thick (Fig. 2), were deposited during
the Bifrons and Erbaense Chrons, Middle - Late Toar-
cian (Monac o, 1.992; Monaco et aI., 1994). Clay mineral
abundance (Ortega-Huertas et aL, 1.993 Monaco er al.,
1994), probably contributes to the prevention of diage-
netic recrystallization of calcium carbonate, leading to
trace fossil preservation. In this sect;on, intensely bio-
turbated marls show erosive surfaces, which facilitate
the recognition of truncated tierings (Figs. 2B-E) . Miss-
ing tiers due to the erosive potential of tempestites that
truncated soft to firm substrate and cast burrows repre-
sent a tool to reveal discontinuous deposition in Rosso
Ammonitico facies (Fig. 5), opposite to truncated bio-
clasts in Puerto Escaflo (Fig. 0) . The data set plotted in
Fig. 7 enabies the estimation of the minimum value of
erosional degree, indicating the relative substrare consis-
tency and the type of tiering identified.
Ch, Th, l-2-3-4
Pl' He 
rosso ammonitico type facies
(nodular reddish marl and marly limestone)
a) Idealized complete sequence of simple-tiering, before compaction, developed under high-accumulation rates. Note the colonjzation
oÍThalassinoicJes (Th) makers in the upper layer, where trace-fossil diversìty and bioturbation densitynere higher, and that o[ Plano
lites (Pl , Helmintbopsk (He) and Cbondrites (Ch) downward, respectivelv. b) - Depositionai horizon where no trace-fossil tiering
occurred and overprinting of burrows (mottled) indicates low accumulation rate.
Two types of tiering were affected by erosron
causing the incomplete preservation of primary tiering.
Monaco et aI. Q99e\ identified simple-tiering trunca-
tion and gradational-tiering truncation (for simple and
gradational tiering see Goldring, 1995 Einsele Er
Seilacher, 1 99 1 ) :
I) The simple tiering developed within tempestites
("frozen" tiering sensu Bromle,v, 1996), and it was gen-
erally isolated in the upper calcilutitic part of tempestite
events with an overall range of rc - 2A cm from the bed
top (Figs. 2F-,4). Cbondrites occupy the deeper tier (10
- 20 cm below surface), overlain by Helminthopsis (1a -
15 cm), Planolites (5 - 15 cm), and then Thalassinoides jn
the shailower tier preserved (up to 5 - 1O cm from the
surface). Fig. 4 shows an ideal elementary sequence with
compiete simple tiering before compaction. We assume
that this ideal sequence developed in high accumulation
rate conditions as those related to deposits showing
hummocky-cross-stratification (HCS). Monaco (1995,
1996) interpreted substrate evolution based on decreas-
ing grain size and accumulation rate, and increasing
interstitial oxygenation and substrate firmness (Fig. +).
In accordance, trace fossil diversity and bioturbation
rate increase upward in the elementary sequence, and all
ichnotaxa recorded show intercrossing near rhe top.
Thirteen horizons ol: simnle-r iering truncation
Th
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(mean value of 5 cm) were recognised mainly in the
Erbaense Zone, where calcilutitic beds were widespread
(Fig. z). The development of simple tiering was proba-
bly far.oured by the constant accumulation rate of the
lutitic fraction on the final stage of a tempestite/tur-
bidite event of deposition. No abrupt changes in biotur-
bation intensitl' have been recorded and, therefore, no
abrupt variations in oxygenation should be expected fol-
lowing Savrda & Bottjer (1986, 1989). Eight firmground
and fivc hardground horizons srere recognised. They
developed in the upper surface of the calcilutite member
of the elementary sequence, being revealed by erosional
features. Firmgrounds were intensely bioturbated (pseu-
do-bored) N,irh Skolithos, while hardgrounds contain
pervasive borings, mainl,v by Trypanites makers (post-
omission guild) (Fig. 5).
II) Gradational-tiering erosion by gravity flows
was found in non-resedimented autochthonous mariy
Rosso Ammonitico (Figs. 2C, 'l), particularly when
marls and limestones alternated with clayey levcls (Fig.
2B) . The distribution of trace fossils is that of the tier-
ing previously described. Low accumulation rates and
high oxygenation could favour a gradational tiering in
the substrate, with bioturbation density increasing/
decreasing upward according to trends of increasing/




gradational tiering increases/decreases the complexity of
trace fossil assemblages forced by gradual ch.rnges in
ecological parameters and accumulation rates. Since
Thalassinoides belongs to the shalloy/est tier in the sec-
tion studied (Fig. 2C), casts of truncated Thalassinoides
indicate shallow-erosion events removing vertical tubes
belonging to the Tbalassinoides framework (5 cm; Fig.
2F). Unfortunately, deeper tiers are prevalently minute
traces (HeLminthopsis and Chondrites) that rarely show
favourable preservation for precise interpretation. Four-
teen horizons of gradational tiering have been found
(Fig. Z). The major erosive features are present both in
the lower and upper part of the section (Middle and
Upper Toarcian) showing erosion up to a decimetre cf
substrate by calcarenites, as revealed by casts of Tha-
lassinoides (Fig. ZF) or Planolites
In the Upper Jurassic section studied at Puerto
Escaúo (Southern Spain), superimposition of trace fos-
sil assemblages, tiered or not, and unclear burrow rela-
tionships impede the precise evaluation of discontinu-
ities in extremely condensed Rosso Ammonitico facies.
Accordìng to Caracuel (1996) and Caracuel et al.
(1996b), the most widespread trace fossils are Chon-
drites, Planolites and Thalassinoides. These authors
recognised four trace fossil assemblages, which were







Evolving substrate conditions in stretigraphìc level colonised by a trace-fossil asscmblase shon-ing simple tiering: a) softground; b) fir-
mqround (erosion and exhumation of the mixed layer and partialll- the transitional layer with colonisation by Sko/ithos): c1) concealed
firnrground (new depositionrl event); cll hardground (crosion and exhurnation of the new mired layer with colonizationby Skolithos
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b
erosron
Fig.6 - Ammonite shells buried by a depositional event (a). After
earlv diagenesis and inner cast development (b), variable
erosion (c) permit to measure a minimum thìckness of the
erosion:rl event.
sarily continuous, reflecting differences in subsrrate
consistency (Figs.3C-D): I) small Cbondrites exclusive-
ly, II) small Planolites+Chondrites, III) small Thalassi-
noides-fChondrites-lPlanolites, and IV) large Tbalassi-
noides exclusively. Thus, changes from assemblage I to
IV could be related to changes from soft, firm- ro incip-
ient hardgrounds. Nevertheless, distribution of assem-
blages I and II couid also be related to the poorly oxy-
genated conditions in the lowermost horizons rather
than a high substratum consisrency, or more likely to
their combination.
Opposite to the expanded Rosso Ammonitico of
Valdorbia, in the extremely condensed Puerto Escaio
section gradational overlap of burrows/tiering becomes
unrecognisable through the masking forced by usual
extreme overprinting, including that of thin deposition-
al horizons. FIence, tiering is rarely preserved and inter-
pretabie, while mottled deposits dominate. However,
trace-fossil assemblages are superimposed over omission
surfaces, recording a trend toward increasing substrate
consistency. Achieving firm- and locally hardground
conditions during the development of omission sur-
faces, would exist the possibility for a potential estima-
tion of the significance of the stratigraphic gaps
involved, but the precise volume of missing sediments
remains unknown. Moreover, a complete absence of
cannibalistic re\ /orking is difficult to ensure for some
stratigraphic horizons, particularly within the Tithonian
(soft pebbles, pebbly-mudstones). In accordance, rhe
application of trace- fossils truncation analysis is largely
limited.
b) Truncated bioclasts. In the Rosso Ammonitico
facies, the extreme corrosion of the upper part of the
deposited bioclasts is related to the fact that they are
high time-averaged deposits (s. Staff et al., 1986; Fúrsich
t Aberhan, 1990). Thus, according to Caracuel (1996)
and Caracuel et aI. (1996a), corrosion of the upper part
of the bioclasts prior to burial, or erosion/corrosion of
buried and subsequently exhumed bioclasts, are key fac-
tors to determine missing sedimentary record. In
extremely condensed Rosso Ammonitico facies, where
tiers are typically superirnposed, the most effective cri-
teria for evaluating the erosion of the substrate, and
therefore to reveal discontinuous sedimenration, is the
evaluation of bioclr.ts truncarion.
Ammonite shells can be corroded/abraded at the
ton nrior to the first h',"i"1 ..,1 J,,.i.. .lnnq-lr.tino."rH.,",IúJL|''b
residence-time on the substrate , probably resulting from
a complex history of incomplete burial and partial
exhumations. Thus. rhe preservarion of complete
ammonite shells should indicate depositional events
\forcing the compÌete burial of ammonites even within
the context of the essentially discontinuous sedimenta-
tion of Rosso Ammonitico facies (Olórtz et aL, 1993;
Caracuel, 1.996). This interpretation has been also
applied to ammonite preservarion in epicontinenral car-
bonate settings (Ferníndez-López, 1997). Vhatever the
case, and assuming variable preservational histories
(Henderson & McNamara, 1985), the proposed dynam-
ics is the complete burial of ammonite shells during
depositional events. A common history de rives from the
possibility for later complete/incomplete exhumations
of ammonite remains as internal moulds, n'hich experi-
enced variable erosion (korrosion determining kappung
sensu Seilacher, 1.963; and/or erosional capping sensu
Seilacher, 1971 : abrasion determining facetting in Eng-
lish literature). According to Caracuel (1996) and
Caracuel et aI. (1996a), the record of corroded bioclasts
(mainly ammonites), pre- andlor post-buriai (exhumed
bioclasts and/or inner casts), are key fearures to deter-
mine omission or erosion, respecrively, in the condensed
Rosso Ammonitico facies. Bioclasts truncated during
exhumation-exposition (Fig. iB) provide an effective
criterion to recognise and estimate discontinuous depo-
sition and missing deposits (Fig. 6; minimum recognis-
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eroded bioclasts). Unfortunately, ammonites are gener-
ally preserved in a subhorizontal orientation, and thus
the potential to record exhumation is reduced to car-
casse/inner-cast thickness (2 - 4 cm in the case studied).
Nevertheless, in a favourable situation, most of a verti-
caliy embedded ammonite may be missing, evidencing
cm-dm range exhumation and erosion (Fig. 6). In addi-
tion, above of the truncated bioclasts preserved could be
a variable stratigraphic interval of missing information,
which could embraces several horizons of completely
destroyed bioclasts (no record). Since the thickness of
the depositional event preserved after erosion is inde-
pendent of the original thickness (although finally relat-
ed to it through the relation between erosive energy and
sediment/water inter-phase cohesion and thickness), in
practice, only a recognisable minimum erosion can be
estimated (Fig. 6). Moreoveq according to Ferníndez-
López & Meléndez (1993) and Caracuel (t996), poor
preservation doe s not permit always the clear differenti-
ation of pre-burial (biostratinomic) and post-burial
(fossildiagenetic) abrasion/corrosion.
Upper Jurassic deposits at Puerto F,scano are
wackestones, occasionally packstones, with Bositra
buchì, Saccocoma, Globochaetae, radiolaria and Protoglo-
bigerina as main components. No grain supported bio-
clastic laminae were recognised. Corrosion of micro-
bioclasts is not common, meanwhile originalll' calcitic
components as large bivalves, echinoids, gastropods
belemnites and aptychi usually show bio-eroslon.
Ammonites are dominant and commonly preserved as
internal moulds (incomplete but epigenized shells are
occasionally preserved in slightly nodular and calcareous
facies). Generally, phragmocones are more frequent than
body-chambers and peristomes are extremely rare. As
usual in Rosso Ammonitico, ammonites lie parallel to
bedding planes and show sharp facetting on the upper
side. More or less oblique/vertical orientation was only
identified for small size ammonites, and interpreted as
resulting from intense burrowing, mainly. No preferen-
tial orientation was identified in macroinverrebrates
other than ammonites.
The analysis of exhumed truncated-bioclasts in
the Upper Jurassic section at Puerto Escafro enables the
recognition of 56 levels of missing record. As shown in
Fig. 8, most horizons showed relatively thin corrosion,
although more intense exhumation-erosion was regis-
tered at the top of calcareous Rosso Ammonitico beds,
locally. In addition, firmgrounds and particularly hard-
grounds involved variable omissions (even erosion)
making difficult the evaluation of missing record, even
assuming the averaged sedimentation rate in the section.
Hence, only those cases associated with bioclast trunca-
tion were measured (25 horizons). Moreover, it is note-
s/orthy that erosion surfaces were recognised under
microscope at the top of elementary depositional events.
The high frequency of dissolution seams, but not pres-
sure solution fitted-fabrics, within elemental deposi-
tional events in condensed calcareous Rosso Ammoniti-
co levels evidence that pre-diagenetic processes forced
the identified missing record.
In the Valdorbia section faunal content (particu-
larly ammonites) have been largely investigated since
this section is easily accessible and offers good exposure
of the Lower Jurassic (e.g. Donovan, 1958; Gallitelli-
\fendt, 1969; Centamore er a1., 1.969,1971; Elmi, 1981a,
i981b; Venruri, 1981; Monaco et a1., 1994). In the
RAUM facies, disarticulated echinoid fragments, broken
crinoid plates, and thin-shelled bivalves are abundant.
Densely packed concentrations of thin-shelled bivalves
(e.g., Bositra bwcbi or Lentilla humilis) determine 5 - 15
cm thick lags paraliel to the bedding, which show con-
vex-up lying of shells, generally, and erosional bed con-
tacts. Abrasion marks are present, both in bivalves and
benthic foraminifera, as well as abraded specimens of
stout biconvex cigar-shaped foraminifer Lenticulina
mLinsteri. These taphonomic features were found in fos-
sils embedded in fine-grained sediments without sedi-
mentary structures linked to high-energy sources. All of
this suggests oscillating flow affecting sea bottoms for a
long time (likely during maximum sea-level falls) and
forcing mechanical stress that caused the foraminifera
tests to roll perpendicular to their axis (Monaco et al.,
1994). Distal tempestites bringing reworked fossils with
a variable taphonomic history are the most probable sce-
nario for these Upper Toarcian deposits at Valdorbia sec-
tion. As usual, ammonite shells lie parallel to bedding
planes and do not show sharp truncation-facets or orher
features related to exhumation as in the Puerto Escaf,o
section, although some cases of abraded ammonites have
been obser-ved in the Bifrons and Erbaense Zones. Rela-
tive changes from higher (in marly Rosso Ammonitico
levels) to lower (calcarenite/siltites) time-averaging are
recognised, and interpreted to be forced by variable last-
ing exposure of shells prior to burial. As previously
noted, no evidence of erosion related to bioclast trunca-
tion after exhumation was identified.
c) Decompaction. Decompaction is approached by
the evaluation of deformed ellipsoids from original
spheres by diagenetic compaction (see Fig. Z, top) . Two
methods have been followed:
a) Decompaction of actively backfilled trace fos-
sils (e.g. Chondrites) that originally had a circular cross
section has been approached according to the formula:
nd : ro/r1; where nd : decompaction number, ro =
originai radius, r1 : radíus of compacted burrow per-
pendicular to bedding (Wetzel & Aigner, 1986). Eller
(1981) applied this methodology to the Rosso
Ammonitico-like Red Chalk sequence at Speeton in
eastern England.































































o minor truncation (<5cm)
rf medium truncation (5-1Ocm)
I ! major truncation (>10cm)
Middle-Upper Toarcian stratìgraphic section at Valdorbia with indication of firm-and hardground horizons, and ser.eral orders of trun-
cated tiering. Mìssing deposits by truncated tiering (simple at the top of calcarenite levels, and gradational at the top of the marly-cla1'ey
intervals) are estimated semi-quantirativeìy as <5 cm,5 - 1O cm, and >10 cm. On the right, decompactedValdorbìa section àccording
to decompaction numbers obtained for each lithology (see text for explanation). Xf-. = Yellow Level (calcisiltite level rìch in oxy-
h1'droxides of Fe-Mn); asterisk 1''; for correl:rion o{ the Middle - UpperToarcian boundar,v. Inset explainìng decompaction procedure
from \fetzel & Aigner (1986).
F:ig. Z
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Puerto Escaflo firm- truncàted




i r mìn. tnrnc.(<1cm)
i O med. tmnc.(l-2cm)
I max. trunc.(>2cm)
Fig. 8 - Upper Jurassic section at Puerto Esc:rio with indication of
firm- and hardground horizons, and truncated bioclasts.
Recognised omission/erosion by truncated bìoclasts is
reported semiquantitatively (minor truncation : < 1 cm,
medium truncation : 1 -2 cm, maximum truncation : >2' cm). See text for explanation.
b) Decompaction of a deformed ellipsoid from
original sphere (such as radiolaria or other spherical
microfossils) under microscope applying the formula: K
: 100 (1-bla); where K is the compaction index, a and b
are the major and minor axis of the ellipsoid, respecrive-
ly. Extended treatment of this method can be found in
Martire 8r Clari (1994) for cases studied in the Lower
Cretaceous Biancone from the Venetian Pre-Alps. A
complementary quantitative approach for determining a
compaction 1aw in non-porous grain-supported carbon-
ate rocks, based on Ricken (1992), can be found in Clari
& Martire (1996). Fitted fabric and pressure dissolution
due to mechanical and chemical compaction during bur-
ial, and wavy "bunching" of clay seams (dissolution
seams) were largely considered (post-burial phenomena;
Bathurst, 1982), even in Rosso Ammonitico facies (Mar-
tire, 1989; Clari & Martire, 1996).In the case-study at
Valdorbia section, neither fitted fabric nor pressure-dis-
solution seams were relevant.
The number of decompaction (nd) was calculated
for the Valdorbia section in each Rosso Ammonitico
bed, using several burrow sections, both in simple and in
gradational tiers. Chonclrítes was selected since their
cross sections are primarily circular, and they are active-
ly back-filled traces with no cemented walls. Thus, ellip-
soidal cross-sections caused by compaction were traced
back into the original circle, in order to calculate the
decompaction number. The greatest compacrion was
found in clays and clayey-marly levels (nd : 2.5), medi-
um compaction degree in marls (nd : 1.67), and the
least compaction in the limestones and marly-limestones
(nd = 1.43) and calcarenites/calcisiltites (nd : 1.10).
Applying these numerical values to the lithologic types
identified, we were able to estimate the section thickness
confidently (Fig. Z, right).
The application of decompaction numbers to the
summation of thicknesses recorded in Figure 7 (tota|
thickness : 1a.62 m; clays : 2.58 m, marls : 2.29 m,
calcareous-marls and limestones : 2.40 m, calcarenites
and calcisiltites : 3.35 m) gave a pre-compaction thick-
ness of 17.38 m (clays : 6.45 m, marls : 3.82 m, cal-
careous-marls and limestones - 3.43 m, calcarenites and
calcisiltites : 3.68 m) for the Lower Jurassic Rosso
Ammonitico facies at Valdorbia.
In the comparatively condensed Rosso
Ammonitico facies at Puerto E,scaio, extreme srrati-
graphic condensation, facies, and then highly heteroge-
neous distribution of carbonate nodules and marly inter-
nodules matrix, made difficult to calculate decom-
paction numbers, as approached by spheres deformed
into ellipsoids. In fact, no significant features indicating
differential dissoiution or compaction of bioclasts were
identified in dissolution seams within the marly inter-
nodules. Therefore, we assumed that dissolution seams
resulted, mainly, from highly unstable carbonates (miss-
ing bioclasts and sediments) quickly dissolved during
early diagenesis. As relatively marly (matrix inter-nod-
ules) and calcareous (nodules) sediments within a given
stratigraphic horizon were intricately distributed, show-
ing minor lateral changes at the outcrop level that lead to
relatively important variations in calculations and
results, neither the Wetzel 8c Aigner (1986) nor the
Martire & Clari (1,994) methods have proven sufficient-
ly accurate. Moreover, intense colonisation lry Cbon-
drites*Planolites and Tbalassinoides, when developing
firm- and hardground conditions, lead to the record of
variably flattened trace fossils, even at the same level and
some of them being completely crushed. In such a situ-
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were assumed, but no confidence was admitted to defor-
mation values because of probable early diagenetic slid-
ing and readjustment of thin sedimentary horizons. In
accordance, we assumed that only incompletely com-
pacted trace fossils (complete crushing absent) could be
useful for approaching decompaction values.
This intimate and irregular rnixing of cornparrtive-
ly soft (marly inter-nodules) and firm (calcareous nod-
ules) substrates, which prevents the accurate decom-
paction approach in the Puerto Escaf,o section, lgrees
with interpretations by Olóriz et al. (1995) on the rela-
tionships identified between micro- and macro-features
in Rosso Amrr-ronitico facies. Based on a combined
quantirarive rnd qualitative analysis, these authors
demonstrated that an overall homogeneity is combined
with high heterogeneity in detail, due to complex bio-
logical, taphonomic and sedimentary processes that
characterise the sedimentoloeical historv in this facies.
Discussion and conclusions.
The raphonomic methods applied to evaluate the
stratigraphic completeness in Rosso Ammonitico subfa-
cies have been shown variabiy efficient. For the extend-
ed section studied at Valdorbia, the presumably higher
rate of accumulation combined with the higher net rate
of sedimentation favoured the development and preser-
vation of infaunal tiering. Therefore, the evaluation of
the infaunal-tiering erosion enables an accurate estlma-
tion of discontinuous deposition and missing record.
On the contrary, taphonomic truncation of bioclasts is
scarcely documented. Moreover, erosional events (trac-
tive tempestites/turbidites) usually could only eroded
soupy-softground substrata. Then, neither bioclasts
(relatively lithified) nor deeper and more cohesive layers
should be eroded after exhumation, commonly. In such
a comparatively low hiatal context, recorded infaunal-
tiering erosion offers an accurate approach to quantify
missing depositt by erosion.
In the highly condensed section with discontinu-
ous sedimentation studied at Puerto E,scaio, the only
way for recognition of horizons with discontlnuous
deposition macroscopically identifiabie is through the
estimation of truncated bioclasts, since tiering analysis
cannot apply.
Although the record of erosion deduced from
truncated bioclasts has been proved accurate, limitations
to precise calculations exist. These are due to the com-
bined fact of the small recognisable thickness
(ammonite shells width) and the unrecoverable informa-
tion from potential primary horizons (ammonite car-
casses andlor inner casts completely destroyed) deposit-
ed before truncation phases. Therefore, the application
of truncated-bioclasts analysis should be complemented
in other way to improve the evaluation of stratigraphic
completeness.
Along with the quantitatively evaluation of trun-
cated tiering and macro-bioclasts, other features have
been taken into account qualitatively: a) recurrence of
micro-erosion under microscope, mainly at the top of
elemental depositional eyents (rvithin composite banks);
b) existence of pressure dissolution seams; and c) minor
stratigraphic gaps involved in firm- and hardgrounds.
Although, the evaluation of these features could be
LioLlr, .."",,1.ti.r" th"r, ,t" .io.ificr.t to...b...J '. recognlse
missing deposits.
In Valdorbia section, maximum erosional events
(>10 cm) recognised bt' truncated gradational tiering
are located at the base and the top of the section. The,v
were related to the tractive energy of calcarenite/siltite
(tempestitic/turbiditic) depositional events (Fig. 7). In
Puerto Escaiio section, depositional events recognisable
by truncated bioclasts are randomly distributed in the
section. Main erosions are linked to sedimentation
resulting in calcareous Rosso Ammonitico and followed
by paucity in deposition, generally related to variably
developing firm-hardground conditions.
It is expected that, depending on the rate of strati-
graphic condensation, the evaluation of truncated tier-
ings or bioclasts alternatively at the most cases, may
reveai microstratigraphic gaps with magnitude shorter
than the biostratigraphic resolution. Thus, evaluation of
truncated tierings due to the record of tractive energy of
calcilutite/siltite events can be applied only in relatively
extended Rosso Ammonitico, where simple infaunal-
tiering can be identifiable.
In extremely condensed and hiatal Rosso
Ammonitico, the evaluation of truncated bioclasts is the
only available way to approach stratigraphic complete-
ness, missing record being caused by common erosion
(corrosion included) during long-lasting residence-time
of fossils on the taphonomically active zone.
Taking into account 1) the similar paleogeograph-
ic context in epioceanic plateaux with differentiated
physiography (structural highs and lows) and deposition
of calcareous and marl,rt (sensu Aubouin, 1964) Rosso
Ammonitico subfacies, respectively; 2) the usual com-
plete burial of carcasses by depositional events: and J;
the reliability of the information gathered from tiered
trace fossils, the quantification of minimum-missing-
deposits in extended and condensed successions permits
to establish how distinct are the rates of sedimentation
in the cases studied and to refine the understanding on
depositional dynamics.
High frequency of erosional events in condensed
Rosso Ammonitico determined a rate of sedimentation
S-fold lower than in the expanded Rosso Ammonitico
(O.B mm/103y vs. 4.5 mm/1Ory).
In addition to the quantification of biostratigraph-
ically identifiable stratigraphic gaps, the analysis of trun-
cated tiering and bioclasts (or their equivalent inner
casts) open the possibility of analysing the distribution
of minor stratigraphic gaps (below biostratigraphic res-
olution) in terms of magnitude (and hence their poten-
tial hierarchy), abundance, and frequency throughout
sections. The application of our analyses is of particular
relevance in sections showing stratigraphic and sedimen-
tary condensations (sensu Gómez & Fernindez-L6pez
1994), as is the case of the highly condensed and hiatal
Rosso Ammonitico, a condensed facies even for its rela-
tively expanded subfacies (marly lithotypes in Farinacci
& Elmi, 1981).
As a complement of the recognition of erosional
events, and therefore of the stratigraphic completeness,
decompaction numbers (nd; favours calculations of
minimum pre-compactional thickness. Nevertheless,
this only was possible on relatively expanded Rosso
Ammonitico, where \íetzel & Aigner (1986) methodol-
ogy was applied. According to the restored thickness in
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Valdorbia section based on decompaction numbers, a
sedimentation rate of 4.5 mm/1.03y is converted to 8.5
mm/103y pre-compaction. This is in accordance to
recent data from the Venetian Alps (Martire & Clari,
1994), rn which a notably higher original thickness was
interpreted for the Rosso Ammonitico.
The high frequency of minor stratigraphic gaps
(forced by erosion and/or non-deposition) should be
considered a significant factor determining condensa-
tion in the cases studied, in addition to the averaged low
productivity usually assumed for Tethyan epioceanic
plateaux during the Jurassic.
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